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Abstract—We present a comprehensive mathematical analysis
of the energy dissipation in deep submicron technology buses. The
energy estimation is based on an elaborate bus model that includes
distributed and lumped parasitic elements that appear as technology scales. The energy drawn from the power supply during
the transition of the bus is evaluated in a closed form. The notion
of the transition activity of an individual line is generalized to that
of the transition activity matrix of the bus. The transition activity
matrix is used for statistical estimation of the power dissipation in
deep submicron technology buses.

Fig. 1. DSM bus.

Index Terms—Buses, deep submicron, power reduction, transition activity, transition activity matrix, very large scale integration
(VLSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

A

SIGNIFICANT amount of the power dissipated in digital
circuits is due to long buses [1], [2]. Accurate estimation
of the power drawn by the buses is important since both peak and
average power influence the optimization of the drivers and the
repeaters. Even more, an energy estimation model supports the
performance evaluation of the digital circuit as a whole and the
evaluation of power reduction techniques, for example, charge
recycling [3]–[7], coding for low power [8]–[11,] and low-swing
interconnect [12]–[14].
Until recently, a very simple bus model has been used for
analytical energy estimation. The bus lines have been modeled
by lumped grounded capacitors of equal sizes. This simple
model though is not adequate for deep submicron (DSM) technology buses. Technology scaling introduces new dependencies
that are not captured by this traditional bus model. The lines
cannot be regarded as decoupled lumped elements. Instead,
the lines strongly interact with each other through parasitic
capacitances and inductances. Significant work has been done
in modeling DSM technology interconnect networks, for
example, [15]–[23]. The coupled dynamics of the lines results
in dependencies between the energies drawn from the power
supply by their drivers. This coupling due to interline parasitics
becomes stronger with technology scaling, and in most cases, it
is more significant than the coupling between individual lines
and ground.

Fig. 2. Elementary segments of DSM bus lines.

The purpose of this paper is to present a compact energy
model for DSM buses based on a detailed distributed circuit
model. Similar work for the case of one line has been presented
in [24].
II. DSM BUS MODEL
In general, a bus may consist of one set of parallel lines or
more with repeaters between them. Here, we examine the simple
case of one set of parallel lines driven by CMOS inverters and
loaded by the input capacitors of the next stage as in Fig. 1.
The energy for the general case is the sum of the energies of all
stages.
A. Lines
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For the DSM bus of Fig. 1, we will use the distributed line
model of Fig. 2. The lines here are assumed distributed, lossy,
capacitively, and inductively coupled. This is an established
model for DSM bus lines. It has been used in the past for delay
estimation as well as signal integrity evaluation [26]–[29].
The lines are laid along the axis and have physical length
. All the major parasitic elements between lines and ground
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(shielding or substrate) are included. The densities of the diffor the serial resistance of the
line,
ferent quantities are
for the capacitance between the
line and ground, and
for the capacitance between lines and . Also,
is the density of the self inductance of the
line, and
is
the density of the mutual inductance between lines and . The
densities may depend on . Finally, possible lumped parasitics
can be included as limiting cases of distributed ones.
is running through the
line at the point
The current
and time
. Let
be the
is the voltage of that point with
current vector. Similarly,
be the voltage
respect to ground and let
vector. The line model of Fig. 2 satisfies the system of partial
differential equations

As defined,
is the distributed capacitance conductance matrix of the lines.
So far, the electrical characterization of the bus lines has been
given. More details can be found in the literature, for example,
in [15], [19], and [22].
B. Timing Issues

(1)

Independently of the particular application, the data is expected to travel through the bus within some time period .
Without loss of generality, we can examine the bus during the
, the bus is driven with the new
time interval [0 ]. At
the data is sampled at the other end. It is
data and at
reasonable to assume that by the time the data are sampled, the
voltages along the lines have settled to their final values. In other
is the data being transmitted through the
line
words, if
is 0 or
), then after time we have that
(

(2)

(8)

matrices , , correspond to the distributed
The three
resistance, inductance, and capacitance, respectively. They have
the following forms:

and
(superscript stands
for all
for final). This assumption also implies that when the transition
, the voltages along the lines
of the bus starts at time
correspond to their previous binary values

and

(3)
].

[diagonal matrix with elements :

(9)
(4)
and
(5)
The diagonal matrix

and
(superscript stands
for all
for initial). Relations (8) and (9) are the initial and final conditions of the system of partial differential equations (P.D.E.s)
given by (1) and (2). For convenience, we define the vectors
and
of initial and final voltages as,
, respectively. Our assumption can be
written as
(10)

(6)
and
corresponds to the parasitic capacitances between the lines and
correspond to the interthe ground. The matrices
. The matrix
may have
line capacitance densities
nonzero elements only in the entries ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ) and
it is of the form

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

(7)

(11)
.
for all
The dynamics of the bus lines along with their initial and final
conditions are given by (1), (2), (10), and (11). We also need
boundary conditions for the P.D.Es. These will be provided by
circuit models for the drivers and the loads of the lines.
C. Drivers and Loads
line connected to its driver and load.
Fig. 3 shows the
The driver (CMOS inverter) has been modeled as a switch connecting the line either to the power supply or the ground through
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Fig. 4. Equivalent capacitive network (n = 4).

Fig. 3.

The vector has a one in the
position and zero everywhere
else. The matrix , which we call the total capacitance conductance matrix, is given by the sum

Driver-line-receiver.

resistors [25].1 The resistors
and
corresponding to
the PMOS and NMOS transistors of the inverter are not necessarily the on resistors of the transistors in their linear regions.
Their values can be arbitrary functions of time as long as the
timing assumptions of Section II-B remain valid. The resistors
simply express the current flow through the MOSFETs. The
,
, or
,
, deswitch connects to
pending on the binary value to be transmitted, i.e., depending on
or
. Therefore, it is
.
whether it is
is the parasitic capacitance at the output of
The capacitance
driver. We define the diagonal matrix
the

(17)
and
defined by (12) and (13), respectively, and the
with
given by (5). We define
to be
matrix function
), and
the total capacitance between lines and , (
to be the total capacitance between line and ground (including
the capacitances of the driver and the receiver). It is
(18)

(12)

(19)

At the end of the line, the load (input of the receiver circuit) is
. We set
represented by the capacitor

is the conductance matrix of
We conclude that
for simplicity).
the lumped capacitive network in Fig. 4 (
Even more, it is

diag

diag

(13)

and
are the boundary voltages of
In Fig. 3,
and
are the driving and
the line. The currents
is deloading currents of the line. The current drawn from
. This current is responsible for the power drawn
noted by
by the
driver. The current is zero when
.
from
, we can write
Even more, since

if
if

(20)
.

By expanding the right part of (16), we have that the energy
during the transition is
drawn from

(14)
for all

.
(21)

III. TRANSITION ENERGY
The energy drawn from
by the
sition period [0 ] is given by

driver during the tran-

(15)
The time integral is evaluated in Appendix A and the energy
is given by the expression
(16)
1This model does not account for the short-circuit currents of the drivers,
which have to be evaluated independently using information of the waveforms
in the inputs of the drivers.

We notice that this is exactly the energy that would be drawn
driver during the transition if
from the power supply by the
the lines of the bus and the parasitic capacitances of the drivers
and the receivers were replaced by the network of Fig. 4. The
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5, where the parasitic capacitances of the drivers have been removed. We call the capacitive
network of Fig. 5 the lumped energy-equivalent DSM bus model.
drawn from
by the
driver
Notice that the energy
is nonzero, that
may be negative! For example, suppose that
during the transition, i.e.,
the first line remains connected to
and that all other lines transit from zero to
i.e.,
and
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Fig. 5. Energy-equivalent lumped DSM bus model.

. Then, current will flow from the first line back to the power
supply (Fig. 5).
Although individual drivers may return energy to the power
supply, the total energy drawn from it during the transition
is always non-negative (Appendix B). Using (16), the
total energy can be written in the form
(22)
Finally, the model of Fig. 5 can be directly generalized to capture energy losses due to coupling between bus and nonbus lines
(or lumped nodes). Suppose that the bus has lines as before
and some of them are capacitively (and possibly inductively)
other nonbus lines (or lumped nodes). We can
coupled to
more nodes. Under
expand the model of Fig. 5 by adding
assumptions on the transitions of the voltages of the additional
lines (or nodes) similar to that of Section II-B, we can define
and
,
the expanded vectors of initial and final voltages
coordinates, the first of
respectively. They both have
must be expanded
which correspond to bus lines. The matrix
appropriately. Then, the energy drawn during the transition from
the power supply by the bus drivers is
(23)
Note that here

has

coordinates.

Fig. 6.

Energy-wise approximate DSM bus model.

Fig. 7.

Simple energy-wise approximate DSM bus model.

ones (due to fringing effects), and that all the interline capacitances are also of the same value. Say,
(subscript for line capacitance) and
(subscript for interline). Finally,
(subscript for fringing). (Note that
includes the capacitances of the driver and reby definition,
ceiver). In this case, the approximate model is as in Fig. 7, and
becomes
( for approximate) as in (24)

..
.

..
.

..
.

..

.

..
.
(24)

where we have set
(25)
The parameters and depend on the technology as well as
the specific geometry, metal layer, and shielding of the bus. In
general, is between zero and . The parameter tends to increase with technology scaling. For standard 0.18- m technologies and minimum distance between the wires, is between 3
and 6, depending on the metal layer. It is expected to be even
(or ) terms can be
larger in 0.13 m. For wide buses, the
ignored since they do not contribute significantly to the total energy consumption.

IV. SIMPLIFIED ENERGY-EQUIVALENT MODEL
Traditionally, the bus lines are laid parallel and coplanar. In
this case, most of the electric field is trapped between the adjacent lines and the ground. This implies that the capacitance
between nonadjacent lines is practically negligible with respect
to the capacitance between adjacent lines or the capacitance
between the lines and ground. Therefore, an approximate energy-equivalent bus model can ignore the parasitics between
nonadjacent lines [15], [19], [22], [25]. In this case, the triplet,
drivers-lines-receivers behaves energy wise as the network of
is reduced to the tri-diagonal matrix,
Fig. 6, and the matrix
as seen in the equation at the bottom of the next page. This
model can be further simplified if we assume that all grounded
capacitors have the same values, except perhaps of the boundary

V. SPICE SIMULATIONS
To verify the simplified model of Fig. 7, a three-line bus
along with its drivers, has been designed and simulated using
HSPICE. In the design, 0.18- m technology was used, and the
wires had minimal distance to each other and a length of 2 mm.
(for metal layer 1). The norThe technology file gave
malized energies measured using HSPICE simulation, as well
as the theoretical ones calculated using the expression
(with
), are shown in Table I. For
every transition, the upper number is the HSPICE measurement
and the lower one is the calculated value. The variations are
within 5.2% and are mostly due to numerical errors in the energy integration.
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED ENERGY DRAWN FROM V DURING THE TRANSITIONS
OF A THREE-LINE DSM BUS WITH  = 5:06
(SIMULATION: UPPER/MODEL: LOWER)

Fig. 8.

The standard model used for comparison.

TABLE II
NORMALIZED TRANSITION ENERGY DRAWN FROM V ESTIMATED USING THE
DSM ( = 3) (UPPER) AND THE STANDARD (LOWER) MODEL

VI. DSM VERSUS STANDARD BUS MODEL
In this section, the simple DSM bus model of Fig. 7 is compared energy-wise to the standard bus model in Fig. 8. The standard model has been used and is being used extensively for energy estimation. Although it is convenient for theoretical analysis, it gives misleading results for submicron technology buses.
A. Energy Comparison
In Table II, we see the behavioral differences between the
DSM and the standard energy models. It shows the energy
during the different transitions as it was
drawn from
estimated by the two models (Figs. 7 and 8) for the case of a
with
. For a fair comparison of the
three-line bus
two models, the capacitances of the standard bus were set to
and
. The supply voltage
and the line-to-ground capacitance
have been normalized
. The upper numbers corto one, and it was assumed that
respond to the DSM model and the lower ones to the standard
model. There is difference not only in the average energy but,
most importantly, in the pattern of energy consumption. Some
transitions are relatively much more expensive according to
one model than the other one. These large differences are due

..
.

..
.

..
.

to the interaction between the lines that is captured only by the
DSM model. To illustrate this, let be an intermediate line of
by
in (16), we get
the bus. Replacing

(26)

,
, ,
,
, and
,
Depending on the values of
can take the values 2 ,
, 0, , 2 , 1,
,
the energy
,
, or
(times
). On the contrary, for
, which gives
the standard model, it is
(times
). Fig. 9 shows
the possible values 0 and
the histograms of the energies calculated with the standard and
and
and with
.
DSM models for the cases of

..

.

..
.

..
.
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The difference of the two values,
, is the energy
transferred from the power supply to the capacitors. Through
energy conservation
(30)
is the energy dissipated in the drivers and the diswhere
tributed resistance of the lines. From (22), (28)–(30) we have

(31)
The matrix

Fig. 9. Energy histograms based on the standard and DSM ( = 3) energy
models.

is symmetric and so the following identity holds

Therefore, from (31), the dissipated energy (transformed into
heat) is

VII. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND STATISTICAL ENERGY
BEHAVIOR OF DSM BUSES
The purpose of this section is twofold. First, the energy formula (22) is utilized to reveal how the energy drawn from
is distributed in a bus, i.e., how much energy is (re)stored in the
capacitors and how much is dissipated on the resistors. Second,
the statistical average energy consumption of the bus is evaluated when the bus is driven by sequences of random data. This is
done with the definition of the transition activity matrix, a generalization of the transition activities of individual lines.

(32)
The right side of (32) is a positive definite quadratic form since
is a positive definite matrix (assuming no
is zero). It is
and
also a generalization of the classic expression
can replace (22) when long term average energy has to be estimated. To see this, suppose the bus is driven by a finite sequence of data corresponding to the sequence of voltage vectors
. There are transitions and by (22) the
per transition is
average energy drawn from

A. Distribution of the Energy Drawn From
Let
be the voltages along the lines. The energy
stored in all the capacitances in the drivers, bus, and receivers
can be calculated using the lumped bus model of Fig. 4. It is

(33)
From (32) the average energy dissipated on the resistors per
transition is

or in vector form [using (20)]

(34)
By expanding (33) and (34) we get
(27)
(35)

.
where
In the beginning of the transition,
initial voltages,
ergy is

, the lines have their
and so the stored en-

and

become asymptotically equal as

.

B. Expected Energy – The Transition Activity Matrix
(28)

At the end of the transition period,
final voltages
ergy is

and so

, the lines have their
and so the stored en-

(29)

The standard model has given rise to the transition activities
be a sequence of bits transmitted
of the lines. Let
line. For the
transition we have,
through the
and
. Then, according to the
), the energy drawn
standard model (Fig. 7 with
line is
from the power supply by the driver of the
(36)
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If the random data sequence
is stationary with the wide
sense, its autocorrelation function is defined as

where is the identity matrix. Identity (45) along with the symand the fact that
imply that
metry of

(37)

(47)

where stands for expectation. Then, the expected energy per
driver can be expressed as
transition drawn by the

Equation (47) allows us to write (46) in the following symmetric
form:

(38)

(48)

The factor

We define the transition activity matrix

as

(39)
is called the transition activity of the

(49)

line. So
(40)

According to the standard model (Fig. 7 with
the expected energy per cycle drawn by the whole bus is

the elements of which are

),
(50)

(41)
In the standard model, the energy drawn by a line is independent
of the data transmitted on the other lines. This is not true for
the DSM bus model. Transition activity on a line influences the
adjacent lines as well.
, be the random bit sequences on the lines
Again, let
, respectively. Here we assume the sequences are
jointly wide sense stationary. Let
(42)
and . We
be the cross correlation of the sequences
can define the sequence of random vectors
and its autocorrelation matrix

is the trace of matrix

The definition of the transition activity matrix is in agreement
with the standard definition of transition activities of the lines.
. Finally, expression (48) is
From (39) and (50), it is
written as
(51)

(43)

A simpler form for the expected energy can be found if we rein (51) by its approximation
. In this case, we have
place

(44)

The above expression can be further simplified if we make the
approximation

The voltages of the lines follow their binary values,
. For the
transition we have that

where
tity [31]

The transition activity matrix is symmetric by its definition.
and
This was done so because both the cross activities
express the interaction between the lines and . The transition
activity matrix is also positive definite [31] (for nondegenerate
to
statistics). To see this, we use the stationarity of
write as

. In (44) we used the iden(45)

From (43) and (44) we get

C. Example: Uniformly Distributed, IID Data
(46)

The similarity between (41) and (46) becomes clear if we rewrite
(41) as

A common assumption in energy estimation is that the data
sequences are sequences of specially and temporally independent random bits with uniform distribution. In other words, that
the random bits
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orem [30] and the change of the integration order in the double
integral of (54). It is

are independent random variables s.t.

for all and . Then
if
and
otherwise
The transition activity matrix is
energy is

and the expected

(55)
VIII. CONCLUSION
A DSM bus energy model has been introduced and studied.
Closed form expressions for the transition energy of this model
have been derived. The deterministic and statistical energy behavior of the DSM model have been discussed and compared to
that of the simplistic standard bus model. The transition activity
matrix has been introduced as a generalization of the transition
activities of the lines.

Expressions (54) and (55) give
(56)
, where has a one in the
Since it is
position and zero everywhere else, and since
is diagonal,
(52) and (56) imply that

APPENDIX I
To prove (16) we start by replacing (14) into (15)

(52)
We have set
Now, we evaluate the time integral of
tion of both sides of (1) on over [0

and therefore it is

using (1). Integra] gives

(57)
APPENDIX II

(53)
, or written in
From Fig. 3,
. By replacing the
vector form,
last one into (53) and integrating over the time period we get

Here we show that for any transition of the bus, the total enis non-negative. Matrix , whose elements
ergy
are given by (20) can be written as

..

(54)
The matrix function
] [0
[30] within [0

is Lebesgue integrable
]. This allows the use of Fubini’s the-

.

Starting from (22) and using the above expression, the transition
energy is written as: shown in the equation at the top of the next
and
page. It is easy to verify that
for all values of
. Therefore, it is

.

and
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